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Abstract: A theory of comprehensive two-dimensional separations by liquid chromatographic techniques is overviewed. It includes heart-cutting
and comprehensive two-dimensional separation modes, with attention to basic concepts of two-dimensional separations: resolution,
peak capacity, efficiency, orthogonality and selectivity. Particular attention is paid to the effects of sample structure on the retention
and advantages of a multi-dimensional HPLC for separation of complex samples according to structural correlations. Optimization of
2D separation systems, including correct selection of columns, flow-rate, fraction volumes and mobile phase, is discussed. Benefits
of simultaneous programmed elution in both dimensions of LCxLC comprehensive separations are shown.
Experimental setup, modulation of the fraction collection and transfer from the first to the second dimension, compatibility of
mobile phases in comprehensive LCxLC, 2D asymmetry and shifts in retention under changing second-dimension elution conditions,
are addressed. Illustrative practical examples of comprehensive LCxLC separations are shown.
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1. Introduction
Many fields of modern analytical chemistry, including
environmental analysis, food analysis, analysis of
biological material including biopolymers and lowmolecular compounds, create an ever - increasing
demand for methods enabling analysis of complex
samples, especially at low concentration levels.
Suitability of a separation system for resolving,
identification, and determination of large numbers of
compounds is characterized by peak capacity. Usually,
samples containing up to a few tens of compounds can
be separated on a single column in a uni-dimensional
HPLC system.
Combinations of two or more different separation
systems can significantly improve the resolution of some
compounds with respect to uni-dimensional systems and
it can also increase considerably the number of analyzed
compounds in a complex sample. Two-dimensional (2D)
column separations of several hundred of compounds
have become quite common in the last decade, however,
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full peak capacity of two-dimensional separation systems
offers theoretical possibilities for separations of samples
containing as many as 100 000 analytes. Threedimensional separation techniques that offer resolution
on the scale of several hundred thousand of compounds
still remain a subject of a theoretical consideration for
future development. This is due to the fact that the
necessary separation speed in the third dimension (3D)
and the complexity of data handling present problems far
above the possibilities of practical solutions among the
separation techniques [1].
Even though the main advantage of multi-dimensional
techniques is a dramatic increase in the peak capacity
with respect to one-dimensional separations, there
is another, equally important (even though often not
fully appreciated), benefit of this technique: by careful
selection of the separation systems, group separation
of various samples, based on a molecular structure of
the group members, is usually much easier than the
separation in uni-dimensional systems. In that way,
the various structurally related classes of compounds
* E-mail: Pavel.Jandera@upce.cz
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can be distinguished and located in different areas in
the two-dimensional retention space. For example,
chromatography of macromolecules under critical
conditions employs size-exclusion chromatography for
the separation, according to the molar mass distribution
in the first dimension, and normal- or reversed-phase
HPLC for the separation of species with different endgroups in the second one [2].
Two-dimensional LC separations can be carried
out either in the space or in the time domain [1]. Planar
bed techniques such as thin-layer chromatography or
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis have been used
for a long time in two-dimensional arrangements. Twodimensional column separations operating in the time
domain have been employed mainly in an off-line mode
arrangement, in which the fractions eluted from the first
dimension are stored and usually pre-concentrated prior
to subsequent introduction onto the second column. The
resulting data is usually presented as individual, onedimensional chromatograms of the second-dimension
fractions.
The first on-line, direct real-time coupling of two LC
columns was reported more than 30 years ago [3] and
the development of necessary equipment has greatly
advanced since then [4]. The on-line, two-dimensional
HPLC found practical applications not earlier than
in the last decade, much later than comprehensive
GC (GCxGC) [5].
The separations in the individual dimensions of
two-dimensional systems are controlled by the same
rules, similarly to those used in the separations in
uni-dimensional systems. The exception exists in the
selection of suitable “orthogonal” combinations of the
first- and second-dimension systems and in the fraction
transfer conditions between the two dimensions, in
order to preserve the separation and to achieve the best
separation of the highest number of sample compounds.
These are issues with strong practical implications,
however, theoretical considerations can establish a
rational basis for the selection of the best 2D separation
conditions. The main problems concerning the twodimensional peak capacity and orthogonality, especially
the advances in fast second-dimension separations, are
addressed in this review.

2. Two-dimensional
setup

experimental

The off-line techniques do not require any special
equipment, however, they are labour- and timeconsuming. On-line 2D techniques offer better
possibilities for automation, however, they also create

greater demand on the instrumentation and method
development. “Pseudo-multi-dimensional” separations
can be achieved on a single column by using sequential
applications of different selective mobile phases, or on a
combination of two columns connected in a series using
a single mobile phase.
On-line real-time, two-dimensional separations
employ two separation columns coupled via a modulator
interface, most often a switching valve. In the traditional
“heart-cutting” setup, one or a few selected fractions are
collected from the first column effluent and directly reinjected into the second dimension separation system
for analysis, while the remaining effluent is by-passed
to the waste. The separation power of the off-line
and heart-cutting approaches is usually not sufficient
for separation of samples containing more than 100
- 200 relevant compounds. To solve this problem,
comprehensive 2D chromatographic techniques were
introduced, which employ a combination of two different
columns and different separation modes in the first and
in the second dimension. This approach mirrors what is
used in the heart-cutting techniques, however, all sample
compounds - and not only pre-selected fractions - are
subjected to the separation by two different separation
methods on the two columns in the real analysis time
[6].
In a comprehensive comprehensive LC (LCxLC),
the whole effluent (or its equal proportions) from the
first-dimension column is collected in subsequent smallvolume fractions, which are then transferred on-line
into the second-dimension column in multiple repeated
alternating cycles, before they eventually reach the
detector connected at the outlet of the second-dimension
column. The detector records a series of chromatograms
for individual fractions sampled from the first column
effluent. On one hand, the second-dimension separation
system with a single-channel detector can be understood
as a sample-selective multi-channel detector, much like
a photodiode array UV detector or a mass spectrometer
connected to a single column producing a series of UV
or mass spectra. On the other hand, a comprehensive
2D separation system, with a spectral multi-channel
detector, represents a three- dimensional “hyphenated”
analytical system.
The two dimensions are connected on-line via an
interface, usually a ten-port or a twelve port switching
valve, or via several six-port switching valves, which
perform sampling and accumulation of small and narrow
fractions from the first column effluent for fast re-injection
onto the second column. The valve is equipped with
two identical-volume sampling loops, one of which is
collecting the effluent from the first dimension, while the
content of the second loop is being transferred onto the
845
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second column and it is subjected to separation in the
time the first loop is being filled by a new effluent fraction
[1,6]. In the alternating valve operating cycles, the two
loops are regularly switched between the collecting (A)
and the elution (B) positions (Fig. 1).
All information from a comprehensive twodimensional separation is recorded with a detector
coupled to the outlet from the second-dimension
column, where the subsequent second-dimension
chromatograms are stacked side-by-side (see the
example of seven consecutive second-dimension
analyses of first dimension effluent fractions containing
five compounds, with fraction collection time of 25 s, in
Fig. 2). Hence, the end of each modulation period must
be marked, in order for a continuous signal from the
detector at the end of the second dimension column
to be sorted out and to be attributed to consecutive
second-dimension fractions. Every sample compound
is contained in several (five, in Fig. 2B) consecutive
chromatograms of collected fractions, spanning over

Figure 1.
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the bandwidth of a first-dimension peak (Fig. 2A).
The individual compounds in the consecutive
chromatograms must be identified and distinguished
from each other. An appropriate algorithm should be
used to transfer the peaks and valleys read from the
data matrix file to a two-dimensional diagram with the
separation times in the first and in the second dimension
as the coordinates of the retention plane [1,6].
The
transformation
algorithm
should
provide
deconvolution of overlapping peaks within the
fractions from the first dimension, so that a single
maximum in two-dimensional retention plane could
be assigned to each peak. 2D data is presented in
a two-dimensional plane in the form of a contour
or colour plot, formally similar to a chromatogram
recorded for a planar two-dimensional separation
(Fig. 3, top) or a peak apex plot (Fig. 3, centre), or, finally,
as a three-dimensional chromatogram (Fig. 3, bottom).
The sample components are distributed over several
consecutive fractions in a 2D experiment (Fig. 2), which

A standard comprehensive LCxLC setup with a ten-port valve modulator interface and two collecting loops, operating in alternating
cycles, A and B.
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Figure 2.

A cut-off of the elution profiles of five compounds in an LCxLC setup before data transformation. A: Separation at the outlet from
the first-dimension column. B: The output signal from a UV detector connected to the second-dimension column in 7 consecutive 25-s
fractions.

makes the quantitative evaluation of 2D chromatograms
a complex task. Assuming highly reproducible control of
a 2D LCxLC system, a group of peaks belonging to each
target compound in the subsequent first-column effluent
fractions can be included in a box, within which peak
areas are summed up for quantitative evaluation. This
procedure requires a reliable identification of peaks that
should be included in the summation, preferably using
additional MS or other spectral criteria [7].
Chemometric methods enable deconvolution of
overlapping peaks in the two-dimensional space, allowing
shorter run times for quantitative analysis of complex
samples. A Generalized Rank Annihilation Method
(GRAM) method extracts the bi-linear 2D signal from
the surrounding noise, enhancing the limits of detection.
A parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) is another method
used to resolve and quantify tri-linear 3D target data.
Non-target data analysis compares the full 2D sample
profiles to identify similarities and dissimilarities, using

score plots clustering objects in principal component
analysis (PCA), or in partial least-square regression
analysis (PLS) [8].
In addition to the basic comprehensive LCxLC setup
(Fig. 1), modified instrumentation could yield improved
performance. In the stop-flow set-up, the first- and the
second- dimension columns are connected via a sixport switching valve. In one position, the first column
operates in series with the second column, to which
a fraction of the effluent is directed. When the desired
fraction volume is passed into the second column, the
six-port valve is switched to the second position, the
flow of the mobile phase through the first column is
stopped, and the transferred fraction is separated on the
second column. Then, the valve is switched back to the
first position and the mobile phase delivery into the first
column is resumed (Fig. 4) [9]. The whole procedure
is repeated as many times as necessary. The second
column may be longer and it can provide a higher plate
847
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Figure 3.
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Presentation of a two-dimensional separation as contour plot (top), apex plot (center) and three-dimensional chromatogram (bottom).
Sample: 27 phenolic acids and flavones; orthogonal system with low correlation (R2 = 0.0025). A bonded polyethylene glycol column
(150×2.1 mm I.D., 5 µm particles) in the first dimension, a fused-core Ascentis Express C18 column (30×3.0 mm I.D., 2.7 µm particles)
in the second dimension. Parallel gradients of acetonitrile in 0.05 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH = 3) in the two dimensions.
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Figure 4. A stop-and-go two-dimensional LC-LC setup with a six-port valve interface.
number, compared to the column in the continuous
comprehensive set-up. This may provide an improved
resolution and peak capacity in the second dimension,
however, at the cost of a longer separation time, or a
lower number of fractions that could be transferred from
1D to 2D and consequently a lower 1D peak capacity.
Significant increase of peak capacity was reported
by employing a single column in the first dimension
and two columns instead of sampling loops in the
second dimension. The two second-dimension columns
perform analyses of consecutive fractions under
identical operating conditions in alternating cycles. The
two second-dimension columns should have identical
properties. This instrumental setup is less frequently used
in the comprehensive mode, because the modulation
times are often too long, except for very short columns.
(Fig. 5). With a rather complex instrumentation, including
an extra ten-port valve, and additional pump and detector
in the second dimension considerable improvement in
the overall system performance were reported [10].

RS , 2 D

=

R S , D1 2 + R S , D 2 2

3. Two-dimensional (2D) versus
one-dimensional
(1D)
HPLC
separations - resolution and peak
capacity

The quality of the individual component separation of a
multi-component sample is conveniently characterized
as the resolution, and it is defined as the ratio of the
difference between the maxima of two neighboring peaks
and their average bandwidth at the baseline (equal to
four times the standard deviation of the peak, 4σ), either
in time (tR, wt) or in volume (VR, wV,) units (Fig. 6A):
RS = ΔVR / wV = ΔtR / wt =
= 2 (tR, 2 - tR,1) / ( wt,2 + wt,1 )

(1)

For separation of peaks significantly fused and/or with
significantly differing areas, Kaiser separation criterion,

P, peak-to valley ratio, is more readily accessible than
the resolution measured using the bandwidths at the
baseline [11]:
P=f/g

(2)

The definition and the symbols are explained in Fig. 6B.
According to Schure [12], the peak-to-valley ratio can be
used for calculation of resolution using Eq. 3:

RS

=

−

1  1− P 
ln 

2  2 

(3)

(3)

According to the Gaussian band profiles in both
dimensions, the resolution in a two-dimensional retention
plane is determined as:
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=

2
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Fig. 6C shows a graphical representation of the 2D
resolution. The subscripts 1, 2 relate to the separated
compounds, and the subscripts 1D, 2D correspond
to the first and the second dimension, respectively. It
should be noted that the bandwidths in 1D does not only
correspond to the band broadening on the column, but it
also includes the contribution of the interface (modulator)
between the 1D and 2D columns during the fraction
collection and release. In a hypothetical case, where a
number of infinitesimally small fractions is transferred
from 1D to 2D, there is no transfer contribution to band
broadening and to the loss of 2D peak capacity. In
practice, re-mixing connected with a loss in separation
occurs in collected fractions prior to their transfer into
the second dimension. Hence, the sampling rate
strongly affects the overall band broadening. Generally,
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Figure 5. A comprehensive
cycles, A and B.

LCxLC setup with a ten-port valve modulator interface and two second-dimension columns, operating in alternating

the standard deviation, σD1, which characterizes the
overall first dimension peak dispersion, is contributed to
both, the column dispersion, σ1, and the dispersion of
the modulator interface, σM:
σD12 = σ12 + σM2

(5)

The column dispersion, σ1, is always smaller than
the contour plot along the first-dimension time axis,
σ*, by a “Nobuo factor”, σ1/σ*, which characterizes
the modulation efficiency, and which diminishes the
practical two-dimensional peak capacity. Average band
850

width of a first-dimension peak before sampling, σ1, is
broadened by re-mixing of the collected fraction, and
is characterized by the factor β’, which decreases at
shorter sampling times, tS, - Eq. 6 [13]:
(6)
The parameter κ = 0.21 can be used in calculations
of the broadening factor over the practical range of
sampling times,

P. Jandera

Figure 6. A:Definition

of uni-dimensional resolution, RS. Eq. 1. B: Definition of the Kaiser separation criterion, P. Eq. 2. C: Definition of
two-dimensional resolution, RS,2D. Eq. 4.

The theoretical peak capacity, nC., is defined as the (Eq. 7) that can be used to estimate the theoretical peak
maximum number or peaks that can be accommodated, capacity, nC, under isocratic/isothermal conditions. At
side by side, between the first and the last peak of a constant N, the base-line bandwidths of the sample
interest with a pre-set resolution (usually Rs = 1), and solutes, wi, increase proportionally to increasing
in between the retention time of the first (usually non- retention times [14],
retained) peak, tR,1 and the last eluting peak, tR,z, in a
t R ,z − t R ,1
 t R ,z 
N
N  k z + 1
fixed separation time. At Rs = 1, the peak capacity is
 +1=
 +1
nC =
+1=
ln 
ln
4
4
given by the ratio of the time span between the last
(7)
 k 1 + 1
wt
 t R ,1 
and the first peak and the average bandwidth, wt. With
t R ,z −equal
t R ,1
 t R ,z 
N
N  k z + 1
sufficient column efficiency and approximately
 +1=
 +1
nC =
+1=
ln 
ln
( 7)
4
4
number of theoretical plates, N, for all sample solutes,
 k 1 + 1
wt
 t R ,1 
i, (N > 1000), Giddings derived a simplified equation
851
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where k1 and kz in Eq. 1 are the retention factors of the
first (1) and of the last (z) eluting compounds, respectively
(k = (tR - tM) /tM ); tM is the column hold-up time and N is
the number of theoretical plates of the column (assumed
to be approximately equal for all sample solutes).
In a gradient elution LC, a broader interval of
retention is covered during a single run. Peaks are
generally more regularly spaced than under isocratic
conditions. The gradient bandwidths, wt, of all sample
compounds eluting during a gradient run are similar and
- to first approximation – they are equal to the isocratic
bandwidths in the mobile phase at the time of elution of
peak maxima [15-18]:
wt, = 4 tM (1 + ke) (N ) -1/2

(8)

(10)

With an approximately equal column plate number, N,
for all sample compounds, the peak capacity in gradientelution can be described by Eq. 9 [19,20]:

where α = m / nc is a measure of the saturation of a
chromatogram. From Eq. 10, it follows that increasing the
number of resolved components in a sample requires a
substantial increase of the peak capacity. For example,
to obtain 90% resolved peaks in a chromatogram, the
( 9)
available peak capacity should exceed the theoretical nc
by at least a factor of 20 [20,21].
The peak capacity significantly increases in a 2D
chromatography, where the total theoretical peak
capacity nc,2D should be equal to the product of the peak
capacities of the two columns, nc1 and nc2 [21,22]:

nC ≅ 1 +
nC ≅ 1 +


tG
N  t R ,z

=
− 1 + 1 ≅
4  t R ,1
wt



tG
N  t R ,z

=
− 1 + 1 ≅
4  t R ,1
wt


N 1 ∆ tR
+1
4 t M 1 + k e (9)

N 1 ∆ tR
+1
4 t M 1 + ke

( 9)

where ke is the instantaneous retention factor at the
time of elution of band maxima (approximately equal for
all compounds eluting during a gradient run), tG is the
gradient time range, which is equal to the elution interval,
∆ tR = tR,z - tR,1, from the elution time of the first peak,
1, to that of the last one, z, if the whole chromatogram
is regularly covered by sample peaks stacked sideby-side. It should be stressed that the plate number,
N, used in Eq. 9 cannot be directly evaluated from the
experimental gradient retention times and bandwidths
and should be determined under isocratic conditions,
as the retention factors change during gradient elution.
Most gradient bandwidths are considerably narrower
than the bandwidths of peaks eluted under isocratic
conditions for all but early eluting analyte. Therefore, the
peak capacity is generally higher in programmed elution
than in the isocratic mode. This means that more peaks
fill the time interval available for separation (Fig. 7).
Eqs. 7 and 9 show that the peak capacity, both
under isocratic/isothermal and programmed conditions,
increases proportionally to the square root of the
column plate number, N, which is directly proportional
to the column length, L, and consequently to the time
of separation. Hence an increased number of resolved
peaks on a longer column is traded for much longer time
of separation.
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A disordered chromatogram with randomly
distributed peaks contains a large proportion of empty
space. The “theoretical” peak capacity must be much
larger than the number of components to be separated
with a reasonable probability that any peak in the
chromatogram can be attributed to a single substance
[20]. For uni-dimensional separation of an m-component
randomly distributed sample, the probability that the
chromatogram contains Pm completely resolved sample
components, increases with increasing peak capacity,
nc, while it decreases exponentially with the number of
sample components m:

nC , 2 D = nC 1 ⋅ nC 2

(11)

(11)

A real increase in the peak capacity is always lower
than the value predicted by the Eq. 11. The additional
1D broadening due to re-mixing in a loop or a trap of
the sampling interface between the first and the second
column, diminishes the theoretical 2D peak capacity
predicted by Eq. 11, proportional to the factor, β’ (Eq. 6),
and most significant at longer sampling times, tS:
(12)
It is common, that the practical first dimension peak
capacity cannot be higher than the number of the effluent
fractions released to the second dimension.
Like in all uni-dimensional separation systems, the
theoretical two-dimensional peak capacity is much larger
than the number of peaks that can be separated in real
samples with random distribution of retention, Pm [23].
The statistical treatment is based on the assumption
that the retention of the sample components is a random
process [21,22,24]. However, many samples contain
structurally similar analytes. The similarities can be
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Figure 7.

Theoretical peak capacity, nC, in isocratic and programmed
elution chromatography at various ratios between the
retention times, tR,Z /tR,,1 (or retention volumes, VR,Z /VR,1) of
the first and last compound eluted within this time interval
from a column with N = 10 000. Eqs. 7 and 9.

Figure 8.

The effective area in a comprehensive 2D separation
limited by the angle θ, characterizing the orthogonality
of 2D systems.

decoded to some extent using chemometric procedures
[25,26]. The separation conditions can be often
adjusted according to the use of structural correlations
to enhance the separation selectivity, and to decrease
the necessary practical peak capacity, in comparison to
randomly distributed non-correlated samples.

4. Orthogonality and selectivity in twodimensional separation systems
Orthogonality in 2D chromatography is used as a
measure of differences between the properties of the two
coupled dimensions. This is very important concept that
is often misused. The term “orthogonal” characterizes
a set of perpendicular or statistically independent
variables; in informational theory it is opposition to
informational similarity [27]. Applied in separation
science, orthogonality has been used to characterize
different separation mechanisms. Only fully orthogonal
systems, where the elution times in the two dimensions
can be treated as statistically independent, provide

different separation selectivities for sample compounds,
and can approach the multiplication effect theoretically
predicted by Eq. 11 for two-dimensional peak capacity
[28].
Practical two-dimensional LCxLC peak capacity
decreases with increasing similarity of retention on
the coupled columns. For maximum peak capacity,
different retention mechanisms, that provide minimum
selectivity correlations, should be employed by selecting
appropriate chemistry of the stationary phase and
mobile phases, or - less often - operation temperature
in the first and in the second dimension separation
systems. However, even carefully planned experiments
often cannot completely avoid selectivity correlations for
practical samples.
When non-identical chromatographic systems with
some degree of similarity are used, the increase in the
peak capacity, nC,2D, and the number of compounds
that can be separated in a 2D-setup is lower than the
product of the individual peak capacities predicted by
Eq. 11. Use of a simplified geometrical model allowed
to geometrically desrcibe the degree of similarity of the
separation systems using the “retention space angle”,
θ, within the boundary line, and it limited the effective
area available for separation in the 2D space (Fig. 8)
[29]. Through a completely independent (orthogonal)
separation systems, a 90o angle and maximum 2D
peak capacity corresponding to full coverage of the 2D
retention space are obtained. In two identical systems,
the θ = 0, however, the segment of the separation space
defined by the “angle” θ usually is not regularly filled
by the separated compounds, which limits practical
usefulness of this instructive approach.
In a more realistic approach, the orthogonality (O)
was defined as the normalized area covered by the
eluting peaks in a separation plane, which was divided
into a discrete number of space elements (bins), of
which each could contain one sample compound.
Hence, the degree of orthogonality in a two-dimensional
system can be estimated as the % coverage of the
bins using a wide range of compounds. The retention
times of representative sample components, tR,i, on
two columns can be normalized within the available
separation time and in between the retention times of the
most and the least retained compounds, tR,max and tR,min,
respectively. The equations to evaluate the coverage of
the practically useful area in a two-dimensional space
are: tR(norm) = (tR,i - tR,min) / (tR,max - tR,min). An ideally
orthogonal separation, in which bins are randomly
occupied, was considered to provide 63% coverage
of a square retention space, taking into account equal
uni-dimensional peak capacities in both, the first,
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and in the second dimension. Hence, maximum twodimensional peak capacity, nC max, can be determined
from Eq. 13 [30]:

O =

∑ bins −

nC max

0.63 nC max

(13)

(13)

This concept was later criticized, as in practice, the first
dimension peak capacity is usually much higher than
the second dimension. Furthermore, the value of 0.63
in the denominator in Eq. 13 is approached as a limiting
value only at high uni-dimensional peak capacities [31].
Fig. 9 (top) illustrates schematically the relationship
between log k1 and log k2 in completely correlated
(identical) separation systems 1 and 2. Here, the total
increase in the peak capacity is given by Eq. 14, the
same as in the case of two identical columns connected
in series:

nC , 2 D

=

nC ,1 2 + nC ,2 2

(14)

(14)

In some 2D LCxLC systems, the retention may increase
in the first dimension, while decreasing in time in the
second dimension, or vice versa. In fully inversely
correlated two-dimensional systems, the peak capacity
can be also described by Eq. 14 (Fig. 9, bottom).
The peak capacity in partially correlated twodimensional separation systems can be estimated
as the weighted average of the two limiting cases: 1)
a completely orthogonal 2D system and 2) two fully
identical systems 1 and 2 connected in series [32]:

= nC ,1 ⋅ nC ,2 ⋅ (1 − R ) + nC ,1 2 + nC ,2 2 ⋅ R

nC , 2 D

⋅ nC ,2 ⋅ (1 − R ) + nC ,1 + nC ,2 ⋅ R
2

2

(15)

(15)

The weighting factor, R, in Eq. 15 characterizes the
degree of similarity (correlation) of the separation
systems in the first and in the second dimension.
When the two systems are completely correlated,
R = 1, then nc,2D can be calculated from Eq. 14, whereas
with non-correlated (fully orthogonal) systems, R = 0,
the Eq. 15 becomes Eq. 11. The criterion, R, can be
determined as the correlation coefficient, r2, between
the retention times for a group of representative solutes
in two separation systems. It decreases with increasing
selectivity coefficient, s2, characterizing the differences
in the separation selectivities [33]:
s2 = 1 - r2

(16)

s2 = 1 for fully orthogonal systems, whereas s2 = 1 for
equivalent separation systems.
854

The separation selectivity is a measure of the extent
to which structural differences in sample molecules
affect the retention behavior. It can be used for general
characterization of the ability of separation systems
to resolve sample compounds on the basis of the
differences in specific and non-specific interactions,
which depend on the properties of the separation
system and on the structural differences between the
sample molecules. They also depend on the size,
polarity and shape, acidity/basicity, or the charge of
ions. For a pair of compounds 1 and 2, the separation
selectivity in a specific chromatographic system can
be characterized by the relative retention (separation
factor), α, determined as the ratio of the retention factors,
k, or of the net retention times, t’R,, or of the volumes,
V’R,: α = V’R,2 / V’R,1 = k2 / k1 in isocratic/isothermal
chromatography.
In
programmed
(gradient)
chromatography, the differences in the retention
volumes, VR,2 and VR,1, ΔVR = (VR,2 - VR,1) provide better
characterization of separation selectivity due to regular
spacing of the bands differing in non-specific retention,
as is illustrated in Fig. 10 for isocratic and gradient
separations of homologous alkylbenzenes in reversedphase HPLC [34].
The correlation coefficients between the retention
times or separation factors of a set of representative
sample compounds in the first and in the second
dimension can be also used as a measure of the selectivity
and orthogonality of a 2D system. It is shown in the
example in Fig. 11, which illustrates high orthogonality
and lack of correlation between the retention factors
of representative phenolic acids and flavones on a C18
column(15
and
) on a bonded Diol column (Fig. 11A). High
correlation (low orthogonality) between the retention on
a C18 column and on an alkylsilica column containing an
amide group (RP amide), are shown in Fig. 11B [28].
Various LC modes suit specific separation problems
and can be combined in comprehensive LCxLC systems.
Both reversed-phase (RP) and normal-phase (NP)
separations are based on the differences in polarities of
the analytes [28]. RP selectivity on alkylsilica columns
depends mainly on non-specific (non-polar) interactions
with the hydrocarbon parts of sample molecules.
Differences in the selective polar dipole or proton-donor/
acceptor interactions may cause major differences
in the selectivity of separation for various isomers on
polar columns, in reversed phase systems as in nonaqueous and aqueous-organic (Hydrophilic Interaction
Liquid Chromatography, HILIC) normal-phase systems.
Differences in ionic interactions are the main sources
of selectivity in ion-exchange (IEC) or in ion-pairing
systems for charged and ionizable compounds, and may
slightly contribute to selectivity of separation in the HILIC
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systems, especially when using weak cation-exchange,
anion exchange or zwitterionic columns [35]. The
differences in molecular size are used for separations in
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), which has fairly
limited peak capacity, but it also has lesser contribution
to the separation in RP and in NP systems. In the real
separation systems, a “cocktail” of various interactions
affects the selectivity, and it depends on the stationary
phase and on the operation conditions.

5. Ordered samples and structural
correlations in 2D separations
The statistical treatment of peak capacity is based on the
assumption that the retention of the sample components
is a random process [21]. However, many real samples
contain structurally related analytes, so that the peak
distribution in chromatograms is not truly random, as
the molecules with definite structures tend to produce
more or less ordered structured chromatograms
with discrete, well defined locations of peaks in the
retention space. If the nature of structural similarities
of the groups of compounds present in the sample is
known, the separation conditions can be often adjusted
to enhance the separation selectivity and to decrease
the necessary practical peak capacity in comparison
to randomly distributed non-correlated samples with
the same number of components. Examples include
homologues differing in the alkyl lengths, oligomers,
(homo)polymers or (co)polymers with different numbers
of repeat monomer units, representing regular molar
mass differences [2,36-38], or in the numbers of double
bonds in fatty acid esters and carotenoids, etc., Giddings
[36] called the samples with properties affected by
regular distribution of characteristic structural units
causing ordered peak appearance in chromatograms,
the “multi-dimensional samples”
The distribution constant, Ki, describing the
distribution of a sample compound between the
stationary phase and the liquid phase is controlled by the
Gibbs free energy of retention, -∆Gi, which comprises of
the enthalpic, -∆Hi, and the entropic, ∆Si, contributions:
Ki = e -(∆Gi ) / (RT) = e -(∆Hi -∆Si) / (RT)

(17)

where R is gas constant and T is thermodynamic
temperature in Kelvins. In many separation systems,
repeat structural units show more or less constant
additive contributions of to the Gibbs free energy of
retention, -∆G. Consequently they affect the logarithm
of the distribution constant, log Ki (Eq. 17) and the
retention factors, k, which are directly proportional to

Figure 9.

Full retention correlation in two identical separation
systems (top) and full inverse correlation (bottom).

Figure 10.

Isocratic (top) and gradient (bottom) separation of
alkylbenzenes on a short C18 column (30×3.0 mm
I.D., particle size 3 µm) with acetonitrile - water mobile
phases. Sample: benzene (B), methyl- (MB), ethyl(EB), propyl- (PB), butyl- (BB), amyl- (AB) and hexyl(HB) benzenes.

Ki. Thus, the retention of ordered samples containing
compounds differing in the number n of the repeat
structural groups, such as in homologous or oligomeric
series, can be described by Eq. 18 over a broad range
of n [39]:
log k = log β + n log α

(18)

where α = kj / ki is the separation factor in a homologue
or oligomer series. The repeat unit separation selectivity
for two compounds, i and j, which differ by one repeat
structural unit, Δn = 1, with the retention factors ki and kj,
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respectively. β in Eq. 18 characterizes the contribution
to the retention factor by the end groups (i.e., the nonrepeat moieties) in the series.
Isocratic/isothermal peak capacity controls the range
of the repeat units, ∆n, in homologues or oligomers that
can be separated in certain time interval and can be
estimated from Eq. 19, obtained by combining Eqs. 7
and 18 [32]:

(19)

log (kC/β) = n · log α + n · log α =
A
A
B
B
=(n + C’ . n ) . log α
A

log k = log β + n · log α + n · log α ;
A
A
B
B
(k = β.α nA. α nB)
A

B

(21)

Here, α and α , are the selectivity factors of solutes that
A
B
differ by one repeat structural unit (A or B, respectively),
but contain the same number of the other repeat group.
β characterizes the contribution of the non-repeat
structural moieties (such as the end-groups in polymers
or oligomers) to the retention. In various uni-dimensional
chromatographic systems, the repeat unit selectivities
α and α may be correlated with each other [40]:
A

B

log α = C’ · log α
A

B

(22)

The correlation constant C’ depends on the structural
elements and on the stationary and mobile phases.
For a group specific separation of a “two-dimensional”
sample, experimental conditions yielding high α and
A
low α (or vice versa) should be found, yielding C’ ≅ 0. In
B
uni-dimensional chromatography, species with certain
combinations of the numbers of structural elements
A and B, n and n may co-elute with equal retention
A
B
factors, kC,:
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(23)

log k1 = log β1 + n · log α

+ n · log α

(24)

log k2 = log β2 + n · log α

+ n · log α

(25)

A

A,1

A,2

B

B

B,1

B,2

For a two-dimensional chromatographic system,
Eqs. 24 and 25, can be combined to yield Eq. 26, which
describes the correlation of the retention factors of the
species with equal numbers of the repeat structural units
A (n ), but various numbers of the units B (n ), in 1D (k1)
A
B
and in 2D (k2) for a “two-dimensional” sample [40]:

(20)
where tR1 is the retention time of the first eluting analyte
Eq. 18 can be extended to predict the retention factors,
k, of each species containing n repeat structural units A,
A
and n repeat groups B in an ordered “two-dimensional”
B
sample, assuming constant contributions of each repeat
group to the energy of retention [36]:

A

The retention of a compound containing nA repeat units
A and nB repeat units B in a “two-dimensional” sample in
the first dimension, k1, can be described by Eq. 24 and
in the second dimension, k2, by Eq. 25, if Eq. 21 can be
applied to each dimension:

A

Here, k1 is the retention factor of the first homologue
or oligomer and N is the average column number of
theoretical plates (determined under isocratic conditions).
Eq. 19 can be rearranged to yield Eq. 20, from which it
is possible to estimate the time ∆tR necessary for the
separation of compounds within the interval of ∆n repeat
units with the resolution RS = 1:

B

(26)

where αA,1, αB,1 are the selectivities for repeat units A and
B in the first dimension and αA,2, αB,2 are the corresponding
repeat group selectivities in the second dimension.
In non-correlated multi-dimensional systems, each
separation dimension provides maximum discrimination
for samples differing in a specific structural property.
They are essentially insensitive to the differences in the
other types of structural characteristics and are most
suitable for avoiding co-elution in the chromatograms of
“multi-dimensional” samples. In the terms of Eq. 26, this
means that 2D LCxLC systems for separations of twodimensional samples should be designed to distinguish
species with different numbers of the repeat units
A (α > 1) but not the species with different numbers
A,1
of the repeat units B (α = 1) in the first dimension.
B,1
Likewise, the second dimension should provide adequate
differences in the separation selectivities for the repeat
units B (α > 1) and no selectivity for the repeat units
B,2
A (α = 1). In this case, the retention of each species
A,2
in the second dimension, k2, is fully independent of its
retention in the first dimension, k1, as Eq. 26 becomes
Eq. 27:
log k2 = log β2 + n log α
B

B, 2

(27)
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Figure 11. Low

correlation between the retention factors, k,
of 27 phenolic acids in an (almost) orthogonal LCxLC
system with a C18 column and a bonded Diol column
(A) and high correlation (low orthogonality) between the
retention on a C18 column and on an RP amide column
(B) in buffered aqueous acetonitrile (two-dimensional
RPxRP systems).

Such an orthogonal two-dimensional system
provides regular coverage of the full two-dimensional
retention space where k1 of the individual components
of a two-dimensional sample is characterized by the
X-coordinates and k2 by the Y-coordinates. Otherwise,
the individual k1 - k2 plots for compounds with different
nB, described by Eq. 26 are generally non-linear are
shifted along the k1 axis, depending on the degree of
correlation between the selectivities for the repeat unit
A in the two dimensions, αA,1, αA,2. The available twodimensional plane is not covered completely by the
sample, resulting in decreased saturation capacity of the
two-dimensional separation, α, for a "two-dimensional"
sample [40]. However, not too complex two-dimensional
samples can still be successfully separated.
Many industrial or household surfactants are mixtures
of (co)oligomers showing dual structural distribution.
For example, (poly)oxyethylene alkyl- or alkylaryl
ethers contain various alkyls and various numbers of
oxyethylene (EO) units. The dual structural distribution
can be characterized using a HILICxRPLC system. A
silica gel column and a gradient of water in acetonitrile
in the first dimension provides the separation according

to the EO distribution, whereas a short 3 μm C18 column
with aqueous methanol mobile phase can be employed
for the determination of the alkyl length distribution in
the second dimension [41].
Dual distribution of oxyethylene (EO) and
oxypropylene (PO) units in EO-PO (co)oligomers was
characterized using an orthogonal two-dimensional
LC system. In the first, RP dimension, the sample was
separated according to the distribution of the less polar
PO units on a C18 column with a gradient of acetonitrile
in water. An (almost) non-aqueous HILIC system
with an aminopropyl silica column and acetonitrile dichloromethane - 0.023% water mobile phase in the
second dimension provided the separation according to
the number of more polar EO units.
Fig. 12 shows an example of comprehensive
RPxHILIC separation of an EO-PO sample with 0 - 2
EO units and 0 - 18 PO units [42].
The main constituents of fats and oils are esters of
glycerols with three long-chain fatty acids with various
combinations of acyl lengths (numbers of carbon atoms,
n ) and numbers of double bonds, n . Thus, the
C
DB
number of individual triacylglycerols is significant. Polyunsaturated fatty acids and their esters represent typical
two-dimensional samples. One more double bond
decreases their retention, k, on a bonded alkylsilica
column approximately to the level of a compound
containing two less carbon atoms and one less double
bond, . Hence, k[nC + C’nDB ] ≅ k[nC - 2 + C’ (nDB - 1)],
C’ ≅ -2 in Eq. 23. Such pairs of compounds co-elute in
reversed-phase systems [40].
Using two-dimensional LCxLC systems, acylglycerols
can be separated according to the increasing degree of
unsaturation on the basis of the π-electron interactions
with silver ions on a silver-silica or silver-IEX column with
acetonitrile-hexane mobile phases in the first dimension.
In the second dimension [43], the acylglycerols can
be separated according to the alkyl lengths on a C18
column with a gradient of a less polar organic solvent in
a more polar one, such as 2-propanol in acetonitrile, in
non-aqueous reversed-phase chromatography (NARP)
Carotenoids (based on a C40 tetraterpenoid structure
(hydrocarbon carotenes and oxygenated xanthophylls),
occur either in the free form, or in a more stable fatty
acid ester form) and can be separated by 2D LCxLC
with a silica gel or bonded cyano column in the normalphase first-dimension, coupled to the RP mode in the
second dimension. Using gradient elution with ethanol in
hexane in the NP mode, samples of orange essential oils
could be separated into groups containing hydrocarbon
carotenes, oxygenated esters and diesters, which differ
in the numbers of epoxy and diol functionalities. Gradient
elution with propanol in water in the second, reversed857
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Figure 12.
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Comprehensive RPxHILIC separation of a commercial EO/PO co-oligomer sample with dual distribution of oxyethylene and
oxypropylene units. An RP system with a bonded Zorbax SB-C18 (150×0.5 mm, 5 µm) column and a gradient 50-100 % acetonitrile
in water in the first dimension, 10 µL min-1 (separation according to the distribution of PO units); a HILIC system with a Polaris NH2
bonded column (50×1 mm, 3 µm) and ethanol - dichloromethane - water (1.2 : 1.5 : 97.3%) mobile phase in the second dimension,
0.5 mL min-1 (separation according to the distribution of EO units).
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phase dimension, provided the separation according
to the increasing size of non-polar hydrocarbon part
[44,45].
Diastereomers of low molecular weight polystyrenes
represent another example of a two-dimensional
sample, which was separated using LCxLC analysis with
reversed-phase separation of the oligomers according to
the number of repeat styrene units (differences in molar
masses, Mr) on a C18 column in the first dimension and
diastereomers with the same Mr on a zirconia carbon
clad column (differences in polar interactions) in the
second dimension [46].
If the correlation between the retention of samples
cannot be directly determined on the basis of known
similarities in sample structure, then “hidden” structural
correlations between the separated peaks providing
ordered separation patterns can be revealed by statistical
multivariate analysis of the retention time matrix of a
2D chromatogram using an “auto-covariance function”
[25,26]. The “chemical variance” function based on the
additivity of structural contributions to the retention was
introduced to distinguish the contributions of different
families of compounds in multi-dimensional samples to
the two-dimensional retention data sets and to improve
the resolution of overlapping peaks. This approach
has been applied, e.g. to characterization of functional
polymers [47].

6. Non-ordered samples
To select separation systems potentially suitable for 2D
separations of non-ordered samples with more or less
random distribution, empirical-fit procedures can be
used to determine correlation coefficients between the
retention data in 1D and 2D (absolute retention, tR, or
k, or selectivity, α) for a set of representative standard
compounds, that represent target compounds likely to
occur in the sample. Combinations of columns yielding
low correlation coefficients are promising candidates for
orthogonal 2D separation systems.
For systematic selection of orthogonal 2D systems,
Quantitative
Structure-Retention
Relationships
(QSRR) can be used [48]. QSRR methods treat the
chromatographic retention as a linear function of a
number of contributions originating from different solutecolumn-mobile phase interactions, described by a set
of quantum chemical indices and molecular descriptors
provided by calculation chemistry.
The Linear Solvation Energy Relationships (LSERs)
approach is based on Eq. 28, and it uses multiple
correlations between the retention and so-called
solvatochromic parameters as molecular descriptors,

which take into account solubility and solvation of the
solute and the stationary phase [49]:
(28)

The molecular descriptors of Eq. 28 characterize the
volume of solvated solute, VX, polarity, π2*, hydrogen
bonding basicity, β2, and hydrogen bonding acidity, α2. A
set of molecular descriptors of selected test compounds
is subject to multiple linear regressions against the
retention data of representative compounds to obtain
the parameters m1, s1, a1 and b1, which characterize the
influence of the chromatographic system (the stationary
and the mobile phase) on the retention. Therefore,
Eq. 28 can be used for the estimation of the retention
on the basis of the structure of analytes [50] and for
comparison of the contributions of stationary phases to
the retention and selectivity [51].

7. Design of 2D separation systems
In a comprehensive two-dimensional LCxLC, the relative
speed of the separations on the two columns should be
matched, in order to produce enough (at least three
to four) second-dimension chromatograms during the
elution of each peak from the first column, so that the
first chromatogram could be accurately reconstructed.
This means: 1) that the second separation system must
operate at a much higher speed than the first one, and
2) that a series of several tens or hundreds of seconddimension chromatograms is produced over the whole
period of a single first-dimension run, generally leading
to longer separation times in comparison to common
uni-dimensional separations. As a rule, the sequence
in which the columns are placed in a two-dimensional
setup has a significant effect on the results of a twodimensional separation, mainly due to the mobile phase
compatibility effects.

7.1. Selection of column geometry and flowrate in comprehensive LCxLC

As the peak capacity is proportional to the column plate
number, N, the use of highly efficient columns both, for
the first and for the second dimension, is mandatory, in
order to achieve high two-dimensional peak capacity. An
appropriately designed two-dimensional experimental
setup imposes further specific requirements concerning
the fraction volumes (i.e., loop sizes), column dimensions
(lengths and diameters), particle size, flow-rates, etc.,
which should match the modulation (sample transfer)
period. In comprehensive LCxLC, all compounds
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released to the second column should be completely
eluted during the collection time of the next fraction to
avoid carry-over (wrap-around) of sample compounds
in the second-dimension fractions.
Hence, in comprehensive LCxLC, the separation in
the second dimension is principally much faster than in
the first one. The relative speed of separation in each
dimension is controlled by selecting the column lengths
and diameters and the flow rate of the mobile phase,
which should be carefully adjusted. A slow seconddimension run provides too little time for complete elution
of all compounds contained in the fraction, whereas too
fast a second-dimension separation may not provide
enough time for adequate resolution.
Due to limited fraction transfer time, short (2-5 cm)
columns and high flow-rates are generally used in the
second dimension for rapid separation at a high flowrate. The peak capacity can be also increased at elevated
temperature due to decreased viscosity of the mobile
phase and consequently improved separation efficiency
[52]. The column in the first-dimension system is usually
much longer and hence provides a higher peak capacity
than the second-dimension column. To provide small
fraction volume, a microcolumn (15-20 cm) is often used
in the first dimension at a low flow-rate, usually in the
gradient-elution mode.
According to a systematic 2D LCxLC method
development scheme [53], the first-dimension separation
time should be fixed first, which determines the overall
analysis time, taking into account the maximum
instrument operation pressure in both dimensions and
the minimum diameter of the first-dimension column.
The column lengths and packing particle size provide
best speed versus resolution to accomplish the desired
peak capacity in minimum time in the second dimension
and they can be estimated from the Poppe plots [54].
This approach was employed for designing LCxSEC
systems for polymer analysis [2]. The column inner
diameter depends on the practical sample size, on the
limits of detection (sensitivity) and on possible column
overload [55].
The
limited
second-dimension
separation
time is proportional to the column hold-up time,
tm, thus, a maximum instrumental pressure
(approx. 30 - 40 MPa with conventional liquid
chromatographs) limits the column length in the second
dimension. Columns packed with small particles,
dp < 2 µm, provide low height equivalent to theoretical
plate (HETP) and high efficiency in the second dimension
and enable considerable reducing the separation time
in the second dimension [56], however at the cost of a
very high pressure. The “ultra-high performance” liquid
chromatography (UPLC) instruments, which employ
860

columns packed with sub- 2 µm particles at pressures
even higher than 100 MPa, can be used for high-speed
efficient separations in the second-dimension.
Columns with suitable pore morphology providing
higher permeability and they allow achieving high peak
capacity in the short separation second-dimension time
at a lower pressure drop, avoiding thus the necessity for
using the UPLC technique. A longer monolithic column
can be used in the second dimension to provide a fast
second-dimension separation and (or) allows larger
fraction volumes to be sampled from the first dimension,
in comparison to particle-packed columns operated at
the same operation pressure [57,58]. Porous shell fusedcore particles with diameter of 2.7 µm or less are ideal
materials for fast separations, as they provide excellent
efficiency (height equivalent to theoretical plate lower
than monolithic columns even at high mobile phase
velocities) and moderate permeability in comparison to
totally porous particles of the same diameter [59]. The
advantage of using columns packed with porous shell
particles for increasing the uni-dimensional column peak
capacity in gradient elution was clearly demonstrated
[60,61].

7.2. Selection of stationary phases for twodimensional LCxLC separations

Various separation principles can be used in twodimensional LCxLC, to combine different separation
mechanisms in the individual dimensions for
maximum increase in peak capacity Reversed-phase
chromatography can be coupled with ion-exchange
for two-dimensional separations of ionic or ionizable
compounds (RPxIEX, IEXxRP), or with size-exclusion
chromatography for separations of biopolymers and
other polar macromolecular samples (RPxSEC,
SECxRP). Organic normal-phase chromatography
was used in an on-line combination with size-exclusion
chromatography for two-dimensional separations of
synthetic polymers (NPxSEC, SECxNP). In spite of high
orthogonality, on-line combinations of organic normalphase and reversed-phase chromatography are less
frequent, due to the limited mobile phase compatibility.
Hence, NP systems are usually combined with RP
systems off-line. The compatibility problem is less
prohibitive, even though it is still important with direct
coupling of reversed-phase and hydrophilic interaction
liquid chromatography, HILIC, (aqueous-organic normalphase) systems (RPxHILIC, HILICxRP). Because of
good compatibility, combination of the same principles,
but with different stationary and mobile phases, in
RPxRP and - more recently - in HILICxHILIC systems,
are increasingly popular, even though it is more difficult
to select two-dimensional systems with high degree of
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orthogonality. As a rule, non-specific interactions are
utilized in one dimension and selective polar interactions
in the other one; or two different selective systems are
combined in the two dimensions.
On-line combinations of HILIC and ion-exchange
systems or of two different HILIC systems usually are
compatible. For example, 2-pyridylamino derivatives
of neutral and mono- to tetrasialylated human serum
protein N-glycans (PA-N-glycans) were separated in a
two-dimensional system with an anion-exchange DEAE
column and a ZIC-HILIC column [62]. A two-dimensional
HILICxHILIC system with two HILIC columns showing
relatively high differences in selectivity, namely an
Amide-80 column in the first dimension and a short
Poly(hydroxyethyl) A column in the second dimension,
was employed for separation of saponins in plant
extracts. Using gradients of decreasing concentration
of acetonitrile in buffered mobile phases in both
dimensions, some pairs of saponin isomers differing
only in the disaccharide type at the terminal position
could be well separated [63].
For characterization and comparison of the
selectivity of RPLC columns on the basis of the relative
contributions of polar interactions to the selectivity
(relative retention), α, with respect to a non-polar
reference compound (ethylbenzene) in RPLC, the
LSER model was later modified to the Hydrophobic
Subtraction Model (HSM), to select columns and mobile
phases with lowest correlations for applications in 2D
RPxRP systems [64,65]:

(29)

Here, k is the retention factor of a solute, kEB is the
retention factor of ethylbenzene as the reference nonpolar solute, measured on the same column under the
same conditions. In the HSM model, the selectivityrelated symbols on the right-hand side of Eq. 29 represent
the eluent- and temperature-dependent properties
of the solute (η´ – hydrophobicity, σ´ – molecular size,
β´ – hydrogen-bonding basicity, α´ – hydrogen-bonding
acidity´, κ´ – partial charge, positive or negative), and the
eluent- and temperature-independent properties of the
stationary phase (H is the hydrophobicity, S* the steric
resistance to penetration of the analyte molecule into
the stationary phase, A the column hydrogen bonding
acidity, attributed to residual non-ionized silanols,
B the column hydrogen bonding basicity due to the
water adsorbed in the stationary phase, and C – the
column cation-exchange activity due to ionized silanols).

The stationary phase characteristics (parameters) of
Eq. 29 have been measured for more than 300 different
columns, including silica gel supports with bonded
alkyl-, cyanopropyl-, phenylalkyl- and fluoro-substituted
stationary phases and columns with embedded or endcapping polar groups [66]. Based on Eq. 29, the columnselectivity comparison function, FS, was introduced
defined as the square root of the sum of the second
power terms of the differences in the characteristics ∆H
= H1 - H2, ∆S = S1 - S2, ∆A = A1 - A2, ∆B = B1 - B2 and ∆C=
C1 - C2 for the compared columns 1 and 2, multiplied by
empirical weighting factors:

(30)

To compare the column selectivity for non-ionizable
compounds, the cation-exchange activity term, ∆C, can
be left out in calculations according to Eq. 29 [67].
The LSER approach can be used also for aqueous
normal-phase (HILIC) systems. Quiming et al. applied
multiple linear regression to correlate various QSRR
predictors (the logarithm of the partition coefficient
(log D), the number of hydrogen bond donors (HBD),
the desolvation energy in octanol (FOct), the local
dipole index (LDI) and the total absolute atomic charge
(TAAC) and the retention of adrenoreceptor agonists
and antagonists on silica gel columns in the HILIC
mode at varying mobile phase conditions [68] and diol
[69] and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [70] stationary phases
and of ginsenosides on a PVA [71] and on a polyaminebonded stationary phase [72] bonded stationary phases.
Hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions affect most
significantly the retention in the HILIC chromatographic
systems. The four-predictor LSER Eq. 28 appropriately
characterizes the structural effects on the retention
of phenolic acids and flavonoid compounds on five
different HILIC columns in mobile phases with high
concentrations of acetonitrile [73].
Two-dimensional on-line peptide analysis usually
employs a combination of strong cation-exchange (SCX)
chromatography with reversed-phase LC, coupled to MS
or to MS/MS. The HILIC mode can substite SCX in twodimensional separations, because the HILIC retention
on bare silica gel is strongly correlated with the peptide
charge due to ionic interactions of peptides with charged
silanol groups [74]. Chromatographic data obtained in
the HILIC and in the RP modes can characterize even
minor changes in peptide hydrophilicity induced by
substitution of a single amino-acid [75].
An Atlantis HILIC silica column [76], a Diamond
hydride column [77], or a ZIC-HILIC column [78,79] in
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the first dimension can be combined on-line with with
a C18 column in the second, RP mode for 2D LC/MS
(ESI) metabolite profiling. Multi-dimensional separation
techniques incorporating HILIC systems were applied in
glycoproteomic research to reveal structures of unknown
oligosaccharide parts in the molecules of glycoproteins
[80,81].

7.3. Mobile phase in two-dimensional LCxLC

In LCxLC systems, the selection of suitable mobile
phases is equally important as the selection of the
stationary phases, as it strongly affects the retention and
often also the selectivity of separation. Optimized mobile
phases allow maximum use of the space available for
2D separations.

7.3.1. Retention and selectivity

In the reversed-phase mode, most frequently used in
contemporary HPLC, the effect of the volume fraction
of the organic solvent, ϕ, in binary aqueous-organic
mobile phases on the retention can be described - to
first approximation - by semi-empirical linear solvent
strength (LSS) model [17,82]:
log k = a - m ϕ

(31)

The constants a and m of Eq. 31 depend on the
solute, stationary phase and on the type of the organic
solvent, but are independent of its volume fraction, ϕ,
in the mobile phase. Based on Eq. 31, the windowdiagram optimization strategy [83] can be employed for
optimization of either isocratic or gradient conditions in
both the first and the second dimension to obtain high
selectivity (relative retention) for representative standard
compounds, which are likely to provide advantageous
separation conditions for target analytes
With some simplification, the theoretical competitive
displacement model of adsorption (normal phase, NP)
liquid chromatography leads to Eq. 32 describing the
effects of increasing concentration of the stronger (more
polar) solvent B, ϕ, on decreasing retention factor, k in
binary organic mobile phases [82]:
(32)
k0 and m are experimental constants, k0 being the
retention factor in pure strong solvent.
Eq. 32 applies in the NP systems where the solute
is very strongly retained in the pure less polar solvent,
A. Eq. 33 was found more appropriate to describe the
elution behavior of analytes more strongly retained in
the pure solvent A, [84-86].
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(33)
a, b and m are experimental constants depending
on the solute and on the chromatographic system
( a = 1 / (ka)m , ka is the retention factor in pure nonpolar solvent ). Interestingly, Eq. 32 can be used also
for characterization and prediction of retention in ionexchange chromatography, if ϕ is used for the molar
concentration of a salt (buffer) in aqueous or aqueousorganic mobile phases.
Eq. 31, Eq. 32, or Eq. 33 were found to describe
more or less successfully the retention in HILIC systems,
probably because of mixed-mode (partition - adsorption)
retention mechanism. In aqueous normal-phase
chromatography the retention decreases with increasing
concentration of water in highly organic mobile phases.
On the other hand, solvophobic interactions with nonpolar structural elements in various more or less polar
stationary phases may cause increasing retention
at increasing water concentration in predominantly
aqueous mobile phases. Hence, reversed-phase and
normal-phase behavior may combine on many “HILIC”
columns, depending on the composition of the aqueousorganic mobile phase. Consequently, characteristic
U-shape plots are observed for many samples over the
broad composition range of aqueous-organic mobile
phases on polar columns.
If we employ Eq. 33 to describe the HILIC contribution
to the retention in the highly organic mobile phases and
combine it with Eq. 31 for the reversed-phase behavior
in the highly aqueous mobile phases, we obtain Eq. 34,
applying over a broad composition of aqueous-organic
mobile phases [87,88]:
log k = a2 + mRP ∙ ϕ(H2O) –
– mHILIC · log [1 + b.ϕ(H2O)]

(34)

The parameter b (usually b > 1) is the correction term
for the HILIC retention in mobile phases with very low
concentrations of water.
Fig. 13 shows the plots of the retention factors,
k, of gallic acid (top) on a Discovery HS PEG column
with bonded (poly)oxyethylene groups and of rutin on
a Luna HILIC 200A column, containing a cross-linked
diol stationary phase stabilized by oxyethylene bridges
(bottom), versus the volume fraction of aqueous
buffer, ϕ(H2O) in mobile phases containing 2% - 98%
acetonitrile in 0.01 mol L-1 acetate buffer. The U-shape
profile is characteristic for the dual HILIC-RP retention
mechanism. The best-fit lines of Eq. 34 are in good
agreement with the experimental retention factors
(points) over the whole investigated range of mobile
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phase composition phases. Generally, the transition
between the HILIC and the RP behavior is observed
at a lower volume fraction of the aqueous buffer on
the less polar PEG column (in 70-90% acetonitrile),
in comparison to more polar Diol and Luna HILIC
200 columns, (in 40-70% acetonitrile) [87].
Not only the selectivity of separation, but even
the order of elution may depend on the mobile phase
composition. For example, phenolic acids containing
two or three -OH groups elute early from bonded Diol,
PEG or zwitterionic columns in highly aqueous mobile
phases (RP mode), but are retained more strongly than
monophenolic acids at high acetonitrile concentrations
in the HILIC mode. Hence, samples containing polar
compounds such as phenolic acids and flavones can be
separated on a single column, such as Luna HILIC 200,
by repeated injection in a sequence of alternating HILIC
and RP gradient runs with decreasing and increasing
concentration of acetonitrile. 15 minutes was sufficient
equilibration time between the alternating runs to
obtain good separation reproucibility [73]. In this way,
complementary 2D information on polar samples can be
obtained using differences between the HILIC and the
RP separation selectivity on a single column, avoiding
thus solvent strength incompatibility problems occurring
in direct on-line connection of the HILIC and RP 2D
systems.

[44,91]. Anyway, RP-NP systems are usually connected
off-line [92]. For on-line connection, an interface was
introduced, in which volatile organic mobile phase is
evaporated from the first-dimension NP fractions, before
introduction into the second, RP dimension, often at a
cost of incomplete recovery of sample compounds,
especially those with low boiling points [93]. The system
compatibility problems are avoided when non-aqueous
reversed-phase chromatography (NARP) is combined
with normal-phase chromatography, in 2D NARPxNP
LC on-line setup, however this solution can be used only
for low-polarity samples, such as fats, oils and other
lipids [94].
Polar compounds can be separated in coupled
reversed-phase - HILIC systems, which often show
complementary selectivities. The mobile phases used
in hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC)
contain low concentrations of water in an organic
solvent such as acetonitrile [95] and are well miscible
with aqueous-organic mobile phases used in reversedphase HPLC. Unfortunately, RPxHILIC combinations still
present significant elution strength mismatch problems.
Highly organic HILIC mobile phases are strong eluents
in the reversed-phase systems and if transferred as

7.3.2. 2D mobile phase compatibility

Selecting suitable combinations of stationary and mobile
phases is important from the point of view of system
compatibility effects on the separation in the second
dimension. Limited solvent miscibility and (or) solvent
(eluotropic) strength problems may significantly affect
the retention and selectivity, but also the shape of peaks
and band broadening in the second dimension.
Generally, there are no significant problems with
mobile phase compatibility in RPxRP, RPxIEC, SECxRP
or SECxNP two-dimensional LC separation systems
[2,89]. It is generally not easy to couple organic normalphase (NP) and reversed-phase (RP) modes on-line,
because of mobile phase immiscibility. NP systems
should not be used in the second dimension, as water
transferred in aqueous-organic mobile phases from
the first, RP dimension, may desactivate the polar
adsorbent used for NP separations in a non-aqueous
mobile phase and destroy the separation. Further, large
viscosity differences between the mobile phases used in
the two dimensions may distort peak shape due to flow
instability (viscous fingering effect) [90]. Occasionally,
the system incompatibility problems can be less
important when an organic NP system is used in the first
dimension and the RP system in the second dimension

Figure 13. Mobile phase effects on the retention factors, k, of gallic

acid (top) on a Discovery HS PEG column and of rutin
on a Luna HILIC 200A column, (bottom). φ(H2O) is the
volume fraction of aqueous buffer, in mobile phases
containing 2% - 98% acetonitrile in 0.01 mol L-1 acetate
buffer.
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the fraction solvent into the RP second dimension,
they may significantly deteriorate the band shape and
resolution. This applies also for the reversed RPxHILIC
setups, as the RP mobile phases usually contain water
concentrations high enough to interfere with the HILIC
separation in the second dimension [96].
Several solutions were suggested to overcome
problems connected with direct on-line coupling of
reversed-phase and HILIC systems: using low fraction
volumes transferred to the second dimension, make-up
dilution of the effluent from the first column with a weak
eluent, or using a trapping-column interface between the
HILIC and the RP systems. An on-line HILIC-SPE-RP
system combining the two last principles was developed
for separation of tryptic digest peptides trapping the
HILIC fractions from the first dimension after diluting with
water on one of 18 separate (RP) SPE trapping columns
arranged in a column selector interface. The trapped
HILIC fractions are subsequently back-flushed on to
a polymeric PLRP C18 column for second dimension
separation [97].

7.4. Modulation of the sample transfer from
the first to the second dimension.

Modulation characterizes the way in which a peak is
sampled from the first-dimension column into the second
column. In comprehensive LCxLC, the time available for
the second-dimension separation is strongly limited, as
it should be accomplished within the collection time of
the next fraction of the first column effluent. Hence, the
second dimension column is usually very short and the
number of theoretical plates is not very high.
The approach employing the sample collection in a
time shorter than the column switching cycle, where only
a narrow slice of the first column effluent is collected
and released to the second column, is called “snapshot modulation”. This type of modulation falls short
of the definition of comprehensive systems as some
components separated in the first dimension might be
lost during the fraction “sampling”. In “accumulating
modulation”, used in most comprehensive twodimensional applications today, all effluent from the first
column is collected before it is released into the second
column [98].
The modulation time determines how often the
fractions are transferred into the second column and
limits the analysis time on the second column. It is related
to the size of peaks sampled from the first dimension by
the modulation ratio, MR, which is defined as the ratio of
the width of a peak at baseline, wb = 4σ, to the selected
modulation period, PM, [99]:
MR = wb/PM = 4σ/PM
864

(35)

The duration of a modulation cycle should be longer than
the second-dimension retention time of any component,
to avoid cross-over of a compound from the previous
fraction into the next one on the second-dimension
column (“wrap-around”). As a rule, the modulation period
is kept constant during the whole analysis.
A comprehensive LCxLC 2D system should be
designed to maintain the resolution obtained in the first
dimension throughout the second dimension separation.
[6]. The theory requires that each peak should be
sampled four times across the time equivalent of a
first dimension (Murphy-Schure rule) [100]. At a lower
modulation ratio, MR < 4 (undersampling ), a part of the
first dimension resolution is lost [101]. At the MR = 3, the
reduction in resolution usually does not exceed 10%,
which is still acceptable. However, if the peak width
in the effluent from the first column is 60 second, the
maximum analysis time in the second column should be
20 seconds at MR = 3. In practice, such short modulation
times are difficult to achieve.
When developing a comprehensive LCxLC
separation method, it is important to select the fractiontransfer modulation conditions for maximum possible
suppression of the fraction volume, which improves
the chromatographic resolution and peak capacity,
but also enhances the sensitivity and improves the
detection limits in the second dimension. To this aim,
the second-dimension column should provide stronger
sample retention with respect to the first-dimension
column, which means that the mobile phase used in
the first dimension should have low enough elution
strength when transferred into the second dimension
as the fraction solvent. This induces adsorption of
the transferred fraction in a more or less compressed
narrow zone on the top of the second column, before the
elution with a second-dimension mobile phase. This “oncolumn fraction focusing” results in suppression of the
band broadening connected with the fraction transfer,
hence improved resolution, peak capacity and detection
sensitivity in the second dimension. If the first-dimension
mobile phase in the transferred fraction provides higher
retention (ka) on the second column than the mobile
phase used for the elution in the second dimension (kb),
ka > kb, the reduction of the original fraction volume on
the second column corresponds to the compression
factor, z:

z=

1 + kb
1 + ka

(36)

The width (volume) of the fraction transferred from the
first dimension, wf, contributes to the final bandwidth in
the second dimension, w2D, in addition to the contribution
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of the band broadening during the migration along the
second-dimension column, w2:

w2 D

 wf
= w + 
 z
2
2





2

(37)

At increasing compression factor, z, the modulation
contribution to the overall band broadening decreases.
Even stronger fraction focusing effect can be
achieved by using two short trapping columns packed
with a suitable highly retentive sorbent, instead of
sampling loops in the 10-port or 8-port switching valve
modulation interface between the first and the second
dimension (Fig. 14). The fractions are focused in narrow
zones alternately on one of the two traps, while the
adsorbed sample zone is back-flushed from the other
trap onto the second-dimension separation column in a
very low volume of the second-dimension mobile phase
[58]. This experimental setup represents in principle a
special case of a three-dimensional LCxLCxLC setup.
Instead of using the sampling traps, the first dimension
column can be connected via a switching valve to two
identical more retentive second dimension columns
operating in an alternating parallel setup, where the
fractions from the first dimension column are retained
on one of the two columns; meanwhile the solutes
transferred in the preceding fraction from the firstdimension column are separated on the other column,
as shown in Fig. 5 [89].

8. Gradient elution in comprehensive
LCxLC separations
Programmed elution techniques provide significantly
improved peak capacity with respect to isocratic
elution (Fig. 7) and therefore, they should be used in
two-dimensional separations wherever possible [102].
Gradient elution is widely used in the first dimension
in comprehensive LCxLC, but is equally useful also in
the second dimension. Very fast and steep gradients
covering the whole mobile phase range in the individual
fractions transferred into the second dimension should
provide adequate retention span to elute all sample
compounds in the individual fractions transferred to the
second dimension [52].
Eq. 38 applies to the gradient elution reversedphase LC [15-18,103] and it is the basis for prediction
and optimization of the gradients in each dimension:
(38)

VR is the elution volume, A is the initial concentration
(volume fraction, ϕ) of the organic solvent (modifier) in
the aqueous-organic mobile phase, B = (ϕG - A)/VG is the
steepness of the gradient, i.e., the increase in ϕ from A
to the final concentration, ϕG, at the end of the gradient
in the gradient volume, VG, Vm is the column hold-up
volume and a, m are the parameters of Eq. 31 describing
the effect of the volume fraction, ϕ, of the organic solvent
(modifier) in binary aqueous-organic mobile phases on
the retention factors, k, of sample compounds.
Compared to the isocratic conditions, the gradient
peak broadening is generally significantly suppressed
and the bandwidths, wg, are similar for all the
compounds eluting during the gradient run, except for
the very weakly retained ones. The gradient bandwidths
are controlled mainly by the conditions at the elution
of the peak and can be, to first approximation, set
equal to the isocratic bandwidths in the instantaneous
mobile phase corresponding to the time of the peak
maximum, tR, (ϕ = ϕe) with the instantaneous retention
factor ke, and the isocratic column plate number, N. With
these assumptions, Eq. 39 applies in the gradient RP
chromatography [15-18]:
(39)
(wg is in volume units). At increasing gradient steepness,
B, and (or) the starting concentration of the organic
solvent, A, the gradient bandwidths decrease. The
experimental bandwidths are often slightly narrower
than the wg, calculated from Eq. 39, probably due to
the additional suppression caused by faster migration
of the rear edge of the sample zone along the column
in a stronger eluent (higher concentration of the organic
solvent) in comparison to the front edge [18], however
this effect can be neglected with very narrow peaks.
With the average bandwidth, wg, calculated from
Eq. 39, the equation for theoretical peak capacity under
reversed-phase gradient conditions, n(g), Eq. 40 was
derived [14,15,19,20,32]:

n( g ) ≅

=1+

N
4

 tR, z 
 − 1 + 1 ≅ N 1 ∆tR + 1
t

4 t m 1 + ke
 R ,1 

N tG
4 tm

(40)

1


∆j
tm 
1 + 10 (m A − a ) + 2.31 m
tG



−1

tG is the gradient time range, which is considered equal
to the elution interval, tG = ∆ tR = tR,z - tR,1, between the
elution times of the first peak, 1, and of the last one,
z, assuming that the whole chromatogram is regularly
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covered by sample peaks, stacked side-by-side. tm is
the column hold-up time, often considered equal to the
elution time of the first solute in the calculations of n(g).
The resolution and peak capacity, both under isocratic
and programmed conditions, increase proportionally
with the square root of the column plate number, N,
and column length, L, however the increased number
of resolved peaks on a longer column is traded for
significantly longer time of separation.
Gradients that run simultaneously in the first and
in the second dimensions are especially useful in
2D RPLCxRPLC with partially correlated separation
selectivities. In one dimension, the separation is based
on the differences in lipophilicity (size of the non-polar
part) of the sample components, using a bonded
alkylsilica column, whereas the other dimension usually
employs a column with a more or less polar stationary
phase. Two identical columns with different mobile
phases can be used in comprehensive LCxLC, such
as two C18 monolithic columns with parallel gradients
of tetrahydrofuran-water in the first dimension and
methanol-water in the second dimension [57].
The contribution of the second dimension to the twodimensional peak capacity is essential for the overall
two-dimensional comprehensive LCxLC performance
[103]. The second-dimension peak capacity increases
with the time available for separation, t2, which is equal
to the short fraction transfer cycle time. Fast gradient
separations within a fixed time improve at high linear
flow velocities on short efficient columns. In the offline 2D HPLC, the optimal peak-production rate (peak
capacity per unit time) is achieved with relatively short
first-dimension and second-dimension columns and
gradient times at a high sampling rate, i.e., a high number
of fractions collected. The optimal t2, is in between 12 20s for maximum productivity (peak capacity per time
units) [104].
The overall time of a comprehensive LCxLC
separation is equal to the product of the time needed
for a single second dimension run and the number of
fractions taken from the first dimension chromatogram.
Hence the peak capacity in the second dimension,
nC2, usually has significantly greater impact on the
effective two-dimensional peak capacity than does
the first dimension peak capacity, nC1. Assuming noncorrelated two-dimensional LCxLC systems and severe
undersampling, Li et al. [105] suggested a simplified
equation for two-dimensional peak capacity, nC,D2, which
depends on the first-dimension gradient time, tg1, on nC2,
and on the cycle time, tC equal to the sum of the seconddimension gradient time and re-equilibration time, but is
largely independent of the nC1:
866

nC , 2 D =

t g 1 ⋅ nC 2
183
. tC

(41)

(41)

Thus highly efficient columns packed with extremely
small particles or very long monolithic columns are often
not necessary in the first dimension [105].
Comprehensive LCxLC with two coupled different RP
systems and ultra-fast steep second dimension gradients
covering wide range of mobile phase composition was
applied for the analysis of various complex samples,
including corn seedlings, coffee and wine, which could
be separated in 20-30 min [52]. As the limited seconddimension separation time is proportional to the column
hold-up time, tm, maximum instrumental pressure
(30-40 MPa with conventional liquid chromatographs)
limits the column length in the second dimension.
The “ultra-high performance” liquid chromatography
(UPLC) instruments, which employ short columns
packed with sub- 2µm particles at pressures even higher
than 100 MPa, obviously offer advantages for highspeed efficient separations in the second-dimension
[52,56]. Good second-dimension performance can be
achieved at pressures available with standard HPLC
instrumentation (400 bar or less) when using monolithic
columns, because a longer monolithic column can be
used in the second dimension at a higher flow-rate due
to higher permeability in comparison to the particlepacked columns operated at the same operation
pressure [57,58,61,106]. Columns packed with particles
comprised of a porous shell of the stationary phase on
a solid non-porous spherical core (core-shell) provide
generally narrow bandwidths, improved efficiency and
better permeability in comparison to the columns packed
with totally porous particles of the same size, hence
enabling fast separations at lower operating pressures
and high peak capacity [60].
The second-dimension time should include not only
the gradient time, but also the column equilibration time
before the start of a new gradient second-dimension run
with the next fraction, t and by the time tdwell necessary
equil
to flush the instrumental gradient dwell volume, VD, i.e.,
the gradient mixer and the connecting tubing to the
column. Hence the actual time available for the seconddimension gradient, ∆tG = (t2 - tdwell - tequil) is shorter
than the fraction cycle time and the peak capacity, ng , in
the second-dimension gradient time range is lower than
predicted using Eq. 40 [19]:

n( g ) ≅

N Fm (∆t G − t dwell − t equil )
+1
4
Vm (1 + k e )

(42)
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Figure 14.

A comprehensive LCxLC setup with a ten-port valve modulator interface and two trapping columns (SPE traps) substituting collecting
loops, operating in alternating cycles, A and B.
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For sufficiently high second-dimension peak capacity,
the equilibration time, tequil, should be kept very short, but
should be sufficient for reproducible re-establishing the
equilibrium between the column and the initial gradient
conditions. Successful application of very fast seconddimension gradients requires also short effective gradient
delay time, t dwell , imposed by the instrumental dwell
volume, VD, is are unfortunately rather large (in between
0.5-1 mL) with common commercial LC instrumentation
and severely limits the time for ultra-fast gradient elution
separations [90]. The dwell volume could be dramatically
reduced (to approx. 10 μL) by special adaptation of the
instrumentation, involving two nominally identical binary
pumps in the second dimension [52]. Unfortunately, the
fluid mechanical properties of nominally identical pumps
available today may differ enough to cause problems with
alignment of peaks in consecutive second dimension
chromatograms [102].
Kinetic plots were employed for the selection of the
column length and packing particle size providing best
speed versus resolution in minimum time in the second
dimension [53]. The approach can be used to determine
the best particle size yielding a desired peak capacity in
the shortest time under gradient elution at a fixed gradient
steepness, normalized with respect to the column hold-up
volume [107]. Recently, two optimization protocols based
on kinetic plots were introduced for two-dimensional
gradient LCxLC. Instead of optimizing the plate number
at a fixed column hold-up time, the conditions were
searched to obtain maximum peak capacity at the desired
gradient time, temperature, mobile phase viscosity and
maximum operation pressure. The optimized variable
system parameters included the column length and
diameter, particle size, reduced van Deemter equation
coefficients, flow rate and the gradient range (the
initial and final eluent composition), with deliberately
selected solute parameters a and m of Eq. 31) [108].
In the two-step optimization method, the flow-rate, the
column length and the initial (A) and final (ϕG) gradient
concentrations were selected first to provide maximum
first-dimension gradient peak capacity, nC1 (Eq. 41). In
the second step, the gradient time, tG, was optimized for
maximum second-dimension peak capacity, nC2, taking
into account the undersampling effect. In the other, onestep optimization protocol, the effective two-dimensional
peak capacity, nC,2D, was maximized by simultaneously
varying five variables: flow-rate, column length, the
gradient range (A and ϕG) in the first dimension and the
gradient time, tG, in the second dimension. As can be
expected, the two-step optimization is more robust than
the single-step approach, which is likely to yield false
optima because of a large number of simultaneously
optimized parameters.
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The results of these optimization protocols show
that the optimum conditions strongly depend on the
retention characteristics of the solute mixture. With
samples containing compounds widely differing in
retention, optimum two-dimensional peak capacity is
obtained when accepting undersampling and running
the first dimension under sub-optimal conditions. The
optimum sampling rate is rather slow and increases
with longer first-dimension gradient times. If the sample
contains only relatively weakly retained solutes, the firstdimension peak capacity should be optimized first, then
the second-dimension gradient taking into account the
under-sampling effect [108].
In partially correlated RPxRP gradient 2D systems,
careful optimization of gradient profiles in each dimension
is especially important to provide maximum gain in twodimensional peak capacity. The separation selectivity
and consequently the resolution and peak capacity in
the second dimension strongly depend on the correct
selection of the gradient ramp (steepness) and of the
range of concentration change, ∆ϕ = ϕG - A. The gradient
time in the first dimension is equal to the product of the
cycle time and the number of collected fractions and
should cover the elution times of all sample compounds.
To optimize the gradient resolution, either a commercial
software (such as Dry-Lab) [18], or a window diagram
strategy can be used to obtain the highest resolution for
the “critical pairs” of “most difficult” sample compounds
in the pre-set gradient time, tG, which determines the
gradient ramp (steepness), B = ∆ϕ/tG, from the plots of
resolution Rs versus the initial gradient concentration of
the organic solvent, A [109].
However, this approach is not useful for the
selection of gradient range in the second dimension
of comprehensive LCxLC, where some compounds
are already resolved in the first dimension. Hence,
it is better to select the initial, A, and the final, ϕG,
gradient concentrations to provide regular coverage of
the second-dimension retention range and maximum
number of compounds separated in a particular sample
and to avoid the elution outside the-gradient time range,
which otherwise may cause sample wrap around (crossover to the next fraction) [110], especially with fast steep
gradients run on short second-dimension columns.
When an alkylsilica column is used for fast second
dimension gradients, the utilization of the available
gradient time depends on the sample lipophilicity range
covered during the gradient run [110], which can be
calibrated using a reference series of compounds with
regularly increasing number of non-polar repeat units,
such as methylene groups in alkylbenzenes.
With such ordered samples, both the bandwidths and
the differences in the elution times of the compounds i and
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j that differ by one repeat unit in a homologous (oligomer)
series are approximately constant at a constant repeat
group selectivity, α = kj / ki (except for very early eluting
peaks). Hence the gradient peak capacity (Eq. 43 for
oligomers or homologues) which differes by the number
of non-polar repeat units, increases in direct proportion
to log α [15,111]:
(43)
tG in Eq. 41 is the gradient time corresponding to the
gradient range, i.e., to the change in the volume fraction
of the organic solvent from the start to the end of the
gradient, ∆ϕ. ke is the average solute retention factor
at the time of elution of the band maximum, m is the
constant characterizing the average change in log k per
a unit change in the volume fraction of organic solvent in
a binary organic - aqueous mobile phase. ∆n is the range
of repeat units in homologues or oligomers separated
during the gradient time, ∆tR, and is significantly higher
in gradient than in isocratic LC (see Fig. 7) and can be
estimated from Eq. 44 [32,111,112]:
(44)
The solute retention can be characterized by lipophilic
indices, nce, as the hypothetical equivalents to the
number of methylene groups on the retention scale
calibrated by homologous alkylbenzenes (or another
suitable homologous series) [113]. Eq. 43 can be
adapted by setting ∆n = 1 to describe the “gradient
lipophilic capacity” as the number of peaks that can be
accommodated side-by-side in between the retention
times of two alkylbenzenes wit n(i+1) and ni carbon atoms,
respectively, at the resolution Rs = 1 [20]:

in the cycle time ∆tR, (i.e., the second-dimension gradient
time, tG, plus the time necessary for post-gradient column
re-equilibration), can be adjusted using Eq. 44 for the
expected sample lipophilicity range, where ∆n is the
difference in the (hypothetical) number equivalents of the
alkyl carbon atoms, n1, is the first alkylbenzene eluting
close to the column hold-up time (with the retention time
t1 = 1.2 tM), and n,z is the last alkylbenzene eluted at the
end of the gradient, tz = tG.; m is the average value of
the parameter of Eq. 31. This equation describes the
effect of the volume fraction of the organic solvent on
the retention of alkylbenzene standards under isocratic
conditions [110].
The gradient starting concentration, A, can be
determined so that the least retained sample component
(1) contained in the actual fraction elutes early, but is
sufficiently separated from the non-retained interfering
matrix compounds, for example tR(1) = 1.5 tM (k = 0.5). On
the other hand, the concentration of the strong solvent
at the end of the gradient, ϕG , should be adjusted so
that the net elution volume, VR(z)’ , of the most strongly
retained sample compound (z) in the fraction does
not exceed the volume of the mobile phase used in
the gradient for the fraction separation to avoid its
cross-over to the next fraction (wrap-around effect),
VR(z)’ = VR(z) - VM, < VG. The gradient range that should
be used for this purpose, ∆ϕ = (ϕG - A) can be calculated
from Eq. 46 obtained by re-arranging Eq. 38 and setting
VG = VR(z) - VM - VD , to account for the actual net volume
of the mobile phase passing through the column during
the gradient, after the end of the gradient delay time,
until the elution of the last sample compound with the
elution volume VR(z) [110,114]:
(46)

A two-dimensional system for a particular sample type
N 1 ∆V R
N ∆V R
1 designed with system coefficients determined
can
be
Pl =
− 1=
=
⋅
1
wg
4 Vm 1 + k e
4 Vm (45) for selected
representative standards (as many as
1+
(m A − a )
m
BV
2
31
+
10
.
possible),
typical
for the sample type. To the individual
m
N 1 ∆V R
N ∆V R
1
− 1=
=
⋅
sample
compounds,
“hypothetical” equivalents to the
1
4 Vm 1 + k e
4 Vm
1+
number
of
carbon
atoms
in the alkylbenzene chains, ne,
2.31m BVm + 10 (m A − a )
can be attributed. The sample lipophilicity range can be
Pl characterizes the possibilities of resolution of calibrated as the difference between the ne, of the most
compounds with relatively low differences in lipophilicity retained and the least retained characteristic sample
in between the gradient elution times of two homologous compounds [110].
alkylbenzenes differing by one methylene group. Pl
Three types of second-dimension gradients have
depends on the type of stationary phase, but also on the specific advantages and limitations (Fig. 15) [114]:
gradient time and range [40].
1. - The “continuously shifting” (CS) relatively shallow
For a particular sample, the second-dimension second dimension gradients span over the full firstgradient range, ∆ϕ, corresponding to the difference in dimension time. In spite of relatively large bandwidths
the retention times of the first and the last solute eluted under quasi-isocratic conditions, CS gradients may

V ' R , ( ni +1) − V ' R ,( ni )

V ' R , ( ni +1) − V ' R ,( ni )
wg
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Figure 15.

870

Three types of parallel gradients in comprehensive LCxLC. Left: - gradient profiles in the first (broken lines) and in the second
(full lines) dimensions; Right: - 2D contour chromatograms of a mixture of phenolic acids and flavones. A: A “full in fraction” (FIF)
second-dimension gradient. D1 – 65 µL min-1, D2 – 2.5 mL min-1; modulation period 1.5 min B: A „continuously shifting“ (CS) second
dimension gradient. D1 – 142 µL min-1, D2 – 2.7 µL min-1; modulation period 0.7 min C: A „segment in fraction“ (SIF) second/
dimension gradient D1 – 65 µL min-1, D2 – 2.5 µL min-1, modulation period 1.5 min Columns: D1 – HS PEG, 150×2,1 mm, 5 µm,
D2 –Ascentis Express C18, 30×3 mm, 2,7 µm, 100 µL sampling loops.
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Figure 16.

Two-dimensional asymmetry of a zone released in consecutive fractions due to gradually increasing concentration of acetonitrile in
water during gradient elution in the second dimension. Left: Asymmetric spot with the maximum concentration located out of the
zone center. Center: Non-corrected software transformation with the apex located in the spot center. Right: Transformation after the
correction of the second-dimension elution times based on the predictive gradient model calculations.

improve peak capacity in the second dimension, as
post-gradient equilibration within the individual fraction
cycles is not necessary and CS gradients offer relatively
short overall separation time [115].
2. - Steep “full in fraction” (FIF) gradients repeated
in each second-dimension fraction in a very short
time available for the next fraction collection provide
narrow bandwidths, however the post-gradient column
re-equilibration time should be included into the cycle
time and significantly diminishes the actual time available
for the separation in the second dimension, at the cost
of the high peak capacity resulting from narrow gradient
bandwidths. Some strongly retained compounds, which
do not have enough time to elute within one fraction,
may pass to the next fraction(s) and complicate the
evaluation of the chromatogram. Further, the available
two-dimensional retention plane is not fully used for
separation and the eluted compounds tend to cluster
more or less in certain areas of the two-dimensional
retention plane.
3. - The “segment in fraction” (SIF) gradients combine
some advantages of the FIF and CS gradients. They
provide significant bandwidth suppression and cover a
more or less limited concentration range of the organic
solvent in several segments, which can be adjusted to
suit the expected retention of the sample compounds.
The sample size, limits of detection (sensitivity) and
possible column overload should be considered when
selecting the column inner diameter [55]. To provide
small fraction volumes, micro-columns are often used in
the first dimension at low flow-rates.

9. 2D asymmetry and shifts in
retention under changing seconddimension elution conditions
Peak asymmetry in uni-dimensional chromatography
may be caused by column overload, slow mass transfer,
adsorption-desorption kinetics, or extra-column band
broadening and is usually evaluated as the ratio of the
back half and the front half of the peak width at 10%
height. However, in two-dimensional chromatography,
peak asymmetry can be calculated only for the peaks
eluting from the second-dimension column.
Changes in the retention times due to variations in
the separation parameters (such as temperature, flowrate, composition of mobile phase) or in the modulation
time may cause shifts in peak (spot) positions in a
2D chromatogram, which multivariate chemometric
methods may erroneously evaluate as changes in
chemical identity leading to possible misinterpretation of
chromatograms and errors in quantitative results. This
can be avoided by including spectral information into
the 2D data evaluation algorithm, or by using retention
models to correct the shifts in retention.
In a 2D chromatogram, shape distortion may be
observed when a first dimension peak is modulated
using a high number of slices (modulation periods) and
each successive slice is eluted at more or less different
conditions in the second dimension, in a mobile phase
with a higher elution strength in LCxLC, when gradient
elution is used in the second dimension. In such a case,
the compound spot in the 2D contour plot has a diagonal
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shape, with apparent asymmetry in both dimensions
(Fig. 16, left). Fig. 16, center, shows experimental 2D
profile of a compound eluted in 6 consecutive firstdimension fractions when applying gradient elution
simultaneously in the first and in the second dimension
of a comprehensive LCxLC experiment. Significant
errors in the retention volumes may occur if the coordinates of the most intense peak of the consecutive
eluting second-dimension fractions are accepted as the
peak apex. The asymmetry problem can be alleviated
using shallow gradients, however at a cost of increased
modulation period and decreased two-dimensional peak
capacity.
Fortunately it is principally possible to predict and
compensate regular shifts in retention times between
the consecutive fractions using chemometric analysis
[116,117], or on the basis of the gradient retention model
and correct the shifts correspondingly by aligning the
peaks of the target sample compound in consecutive
fractions to the second-dimension time coordinate.
After correction using an algorithm based on the
prediction of gradient elution volumes from Eq. 38 [114],
the sample area is spaced in a much narrower seconddimension time interval and its symmetry significantly
improves (Fig. 16 right).

10. Conclusions
perspectives

and

future

Two-dimensional HPLC is a powerful tool for separation
of complex samples, especially in the on-line
comprehensive mode. The theoretical concepts of multidimensional separations are now better understood to
enable rational development and optimization of twodimensional LCxLC methods. Great effort is placed
on practical selection of separation systems with low
selectivity correlations in the two dimensions. Highly
efficient, thermally stable and new stationary phases
for reversed-phase and HILIC applications are being
continuously introduced to the market, which have
excellent perspectives for application in new LCxLC
systems. High-pressure and high-temperature fast
gradient second-dimension operation on sub-2 µm,
superficially porous or monolithic columns have major
impact on the peak capacity and speed of separation in
the second dimension, resulting in improved performance
of comprehensive LCxLC systems. We can expect a
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rapidly increasing number of new applications of this
technique for various sample types, including clinical,
pharmaceutical, environmental and industrial samples.
An increasing number of applications of two-dimensional
HPLC will stimulate the manufacturers to develop a new
generation of instrumentation with integrated interface
fraction switching valve, zero extra-column volumes
and very low internal gradient dwell volumes, designed
for general-purpose comprehensive two-dimensional
HPLC
However, there are still many issues that should be
addressed, for which better theoretical understanding
may offer efficient solutions. For example, possible
effects of switching between first-dimension systems
run at slow flow rates and low or moderate pressures
and ultra-high pressure second-dimension systems
using sub-2 µm particles on the separation performance
in the second dimension are still largely unexplored.
Further, combinations of various HPLC modes (such
as normal-phase and reversed-phase) in orthogonal
two-dimensional systems are often difficult to combine
on-line in comprehensive LCxLC due to the mobile
phase compatibility problems. The solution requires
investigation of new combinations of stationary
phases and mobile phases, preferably under gradient
conditions and design of more versatile fraction transfer
interfaces.
Particular separation problems require tailor-made
conditions for best two-dimensional performance. We
now have tools for selecting suitable columns, selecting
the mobile phases and adjusting the gradient elution
to suit the lipophilicity range of the sample. However,
full optimization of the separation conditions in the two
dimensions for particular samples will require modeling
the separation using as many rationally selected
representative sample compounds as possible. Design
of practically useful three- or even more-dimensional
HPLC separation systems remains the ultimate task
for very complex samples. Suitable combinations of
heart-cutting and comprehensive on-line and off-line
approaches should be considered for this purpose.
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